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To our Sports Grill Family,
For over 30 years, your local Sports Grill restaurants have been and continue to be dedicated to the
safety, health, and well-being of our guests and employees. We are committed to being active
participants in our community and ensuring our ability to serve you with safety in mind.
Due to the growing concern around the Coronavirus (COVID-19), we want to take a moment to
share the steps we take to ensure the safest dining experience for all our guests, all the time:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Using the ServSafe® - Food Handler and Manager Training and Certifications
Ensuring proper handwashing techniques and the use of sanitary gloves as directed by
our food safety protocols.
Cleaning the following items after each use with fresh cleaning cloths and disinfectants
effective against the Coronavirus:
○ Menus and Check Presenters
○ Table Surfaces
○ All ordering tablets
○ Any other items guest may be in contact with during their visit
Wash, rinse, and sanitizing all Glasses, Dishes, Baskets and Cutlery
Adding increased frequency of monitoring, cleaning and disinfecting our Restrooms
and other high-touch high-traffic common areas utilized by our guests
All delivery orders are sealed with tamper evident tape and are placed in closed bags
Continuous monitoring of updates and protocols suggested by the World Health
Organization (WHO), Centers for Disease Control (CDC), and local Health Departments
to best ensure the safety of our guests and employees

We respect, value and appreciate our Sports Grill Family and want you to rest assured that we are
continually working to provide our guests with our Special Grilled Wings and every other Sports
Grill item you have to come to love. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), WHO, and CDC
have confirmed that there is no known risk to food safety in any ingredient supply chain.
Even though “Sports” throughout the world have been temporarily paused or in some cases
canceled, we remain proud to be your “GO TO” spot for a great family friendly experience and we
will still be broadcasting Vintage Sports at all our restaurants.
If you feel more comfortable, you can always call the restaurant directly to place your order, order
online through our website for pick up or use our third party delivery partners (Uber Eats, Door
Dash, Postmates).
Please stay safe by practicing healthy habits as recommended by the CDC and we look forward to
seeing you and your family soon.
Thank you,
Sports Grill Restaurants

